
NEW HORIZONS
period from 6 months to 12 months for a Category 1 medical 
certificate, that is used to validate a commercial pilot license 
or an airline transport pilot license for a single-pilot operation 
without passengers on board when the pilot is 40 years of age or 
more and under 60 years of age.

Just another reminder that your Aviation Document Booklet 
(ADB) must be renewed every five years from date of issuance. 
The expiry date is found on the right side of the license page 
showing the pilot’s photograph.

To renew an expiring ADB, applicants are required to submit 
a completed Application for an Aviation Document Booklet 
form (TP 26-0726 found at www.tc.gc.ca/ADB and a passport 
style photograph to your regional licensing office. 

Just a heads up to all operators to make sure that the aircraft 
you are operating is stated on your AOC. There are about 702 
operators out there that have been pretty relaxed with their 
bookwork; it’s time to sharpen up the pencil everyone. A list of 
the 702 operators can be found on Transport Canada’s website 
under “Operator List Search” which is now on the front page of 
the CAAA website.

As you all know Dave White from Transport Canada has 
described our industry as having three groups… ‘702 operators,’ 
‘flying farmers’… and ‘the others’ (some prefer to call this group 
the ‘outlaws’ or ‘bandits’). As an industry that strives to provide 
a professional service and act in a manner that is consistent with 
professional ethics, it is the ‘other’ group that has tarnished what 
our industry has been working to achieve. I see these ‘other’ 
operators as a threat to our livelihood and our industry. Let’s 
call a spade a spade…the ‘other’ group has shown distain and 
a total lack of respect for his fellow pilots (702 operators) and 
as such, our industry must respond. It is the entire industry’s 
responsibility to REPORT this “other” operator, and it is 
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There was a later start to seeding across most of the prairies 
this year due to cooler than normal ground temperatures, this 
may give some operators a pre-harvest roundup season.

Clayton Rempel and Sean Webb had another busy spring 
calibrating aircraft across the prairies. Calibration of aircraft 
every 20 months is mandatory for qualification to apply certain 
products and for participation in the Prairie Protective Fund and 
Wild Rose Protective Fund. Currently, one of the required steps 
for qualification to apply Roundup/Vantage/Touchdown in 2014 
is a Certificate of Completion from a 2013 or 2014 calibration 
clinic (it’s on the label). Also, applicators using these products 
must have successfully completed a Roundup, Vantage, and 
Touchdown aerial application-training course provided by 
Monsanto, Dow AgroSciences and Syngenta. 

Saskatchewan beekeepers and organic growers have a new 
program to prevent pesticide accidents. Drift Watch is an online 
software tool that allows apiarists to register the locations of 
their bee yards and organic growers to identify their fields on 
a map. Pesticide applicators can check the map before spraying 
a particular field to reduce the likelihood of bee deaths or 
chemicals drifting onto organic fields. 

The Saskatchewan Aerial Applicators Association, Provincial 
Beekeepers, Saskatchewan Government, Dow Agro and Bayer 
Crop Science just launch www.driftwatch.org back in mid-
May. Saskatchewan is the first province to use the Drift Watch 
program and if it proves successful other provinces will adopt it.

Congratulations to the MAAA on their new website, it looks 
great, visit www.maaa.ca to find an aerial applicator near you. 
Also the AAAA’s made a good job of reconstructing their 
website last year. The SAAA have also rebranded their logo and 
it will be up on their website shortly. 

Back in April, Transport Canada extended the validity license 
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PROVINCIal REPORtS
alBERta
Pat Stinnissen

Spring 2014 started off with us being 
faced with the challenge of trying to 
locate a qualified spray plane pilot 
on very short notice after one of our 
pilots developed a serious medical 
problem.  As we all know qualified 
available Canadian spray plane pilots 
are very difficult to find therefore, 
it was necessary for us to attempt to 
obtain government approval to hire a 
foreign pilot.  A qualified Australian 
pilot was located fairly quickly but 
Canada’s Foreign Temporary Worker 
Program is currently under review by the 
federal government due to misuse of the 
program by some companies. This has 
added to the challenge of trying to get 
our application approved on short notice.  
Advertising, forms, reports, phone calls 
and road trips have been taking up a lot of 
our time and energy. This is the first time 
I have been personally involved with the 
process of gaining government approval 
to hire a Temporary Foreign Worker 

and it has been a frustrating learning 
experience. One factor in our favour has 
been that weather conditions have made 
local crops about two weeks behind this 
year giving us some additional time to 
try to deal with this issue.  Hopefully 
we can accomplish our goal and have 
the Australian pilot on board before the 
spraying season kicks into high gear.

Cur ren t ly  some la rge  power 
transmission lines and towers are being 
constructed in south eastern Alberta.  
This has eliminated more than 3,000 
acres of yearly work for us and the 
growers are surprised that we just can’t 
sneak in there to spray their fields.  A 
few years ago when it was proposed 
that there would be two strings of towers 
added to the existing high capacity 
transmission lines we protested at the 
public hearings but to no avail.  They are 
now constructed and it is looking more 
industrial here all the time.

Cell/Data towers are another piece 
of infrastructure that we all should be 
very aware of; they are popping up all 

over the country at an alarming rate.   
Telecommunication companies need 
to have one every 8 Kilometers for full 
coverage along any corridor where they 
wish to supply service and sometimes 
they need to add more within that 8 
Kilometer area if the usage is high. 
An application for a recently proposed 
300 ft. tower to be constructed right in 
the middle of cropland that we service 
every year with multiple applications 
has been defeated by County Council 
who is asking that the proposed tower be 
relocated to protect agricultural interests.  
County Council is also suggesting that 
telecommunication companies cooperate 
and combine services on a single tower to 
protect agricultural interests and request 
that they make sure that agriculture 
concerns are a part of future proposals 
regarding communication towers. 

It is important to keep a constant eye 
on local news media for announcements 
of proposals from various companies 
wishing to construct infrastructure that 
will hinder your ability to service your 
customers safely or be able to service 

Transports responsibility to investigate and prosecute in a manner 
that deters their practice!! As an industry, I know we are all fed 
up and want this issue resolved. This is an issue that has been 
left unresolved for 20 PLUS YEARS.  I want to assure the entire 
industry, the CAAA Board will remain diligent on this matter!! It 
has stolen countless; financial, personal, and professional hours 
from the entire industry. 

However, the question remains…what will regulators (and our 
industry) do to deter this ‘other’ group and its continued disregard 
for his fellow pilot/operator and this unethical practice? 

“I believe the time has come for some bad decision makers 
to be introduced to the consequences of their actions. A passive 
approach to some of these problems will simply yield the same 
type of behavior”. Changes are needed.

Most other professional industries police themselves by 
bringing these issues forward. I encourage our members to do so 
by contacting myself or any other board member. Many within 
our industry feel that this time has come. 

Staff instruction 600-001 is now a living document, which 

clarifies the requirements for the overweight exemption, which 
now replaces the old ACSI 26 for overweight exemptions. 

This new document clearly lays out the procedures for both 
operators and inspectors regarding the indefinite exemption to be 
issued for overweight operations of agricultural aircraft. This has 
been one long battle with Transport, which the CAAA Board has 
finally achieved. Whether you operate a Pawnee or an AT-802 you 
are required to have an overweight exemption.

New proposed changes to regulations over aerodromes and 
airports are still a big concern. CAAA, COPA, SAC, MAC and 
many other concerned aviation organizations are work hard this 
one. This is a very important issue and our industry and we must 
remain diligent. We must also continue to provide support to other 
aviation related industries on this issue. The consequences of being 
complacent on the issues will have long standing implications for 
many years. 

 Remember, you are in control of your safety, so please don’t 
lose sight of what is truly important…your family and friends. 
It’s not just all about making money…it’s the love of flying.

Continued from page 1
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them at all. Opposition to these projects 
must be submitted within strict timelines. 
Involve customers and local county/
municipal representatives in the process 
of steering the proposed construction to 
a location that won’t have an economic 
impact on you or your customer.

I wish everyone a safe and productive 
season.

SaSkatCHEWaN
James Pottage

Here in Saskatchewan, we are just 
starting to get to work.  Seeding this 
year was mostly completed on time, 
but wet conditions have made it another 
interesting spring.   Pressures are going to 
be high to spray herbicide, but it appears 
the wet conditions will help contribute to 
some early fungicide spraying on peas, 
lentils, winter wheat, etc.

It’s time to put to test the epic ton of 
work that we have put into our operation, 
with respect to regulatory compliance.  
All of the manuals are amended and 
Quality Assurance is in effect.

I recently received notice that the 
Saskatchewan Ministry of Ag has 
proposed a few changes to the act 
regarding pesticide application.  There 
are a couple things that would directly 
affect us, including suggested changes 
involving training requirements, record 
keeping, and licensing.

One  of  the  proposa ls  i s  the 
requirement for applicators to save and 
make available to inspectors all GPS log 
data if equipped.  It appears this would 
only be applicable if the equipment has 
the ability to log. While I don’t imagine 
there are virtually any applicators out 
there not using GPS, there are applicators 
whose systems don’t have the ability to 
log the information. This could have a 
fairly large impact on our industry.  I 
do feel that GPS logged data is valuable 
information to have, and it tends to help 
an applicator more than it hinders. It 
has been my experience that log data 
has always helped in disputes regarding 

drift or off target application, as normally 
an applicator is presumed at fault unless 
hard evidence is provided.  Regardless of 
what happens with this proposed change, 
it is simply going to be a matter of time 
before it’s a legal requirement.    

Another aspect of the regulation 
that they’re looking at changing is 
with respect to the level of insurance 
coverage.  It is clear that the requirement 
for $25,000 coverage is outdated, so they 
propose we either increase it, or remove 
the requirement all together.

A very welcome revision to the 
regulation would change the validity of 
our Saskatchewan pesticide applicator 
licenses from 1 year to 5 years.  Now, 
if we could just move forward towards 
a national license or at least reciprocity 
interprovincially.

The most frustrating proposed change 
would require our loader/mixer staff 
to have some kind of Saskatchewan 
Government approved training with 
respect to pesticide application.  I would 
suggest that having two government 
agencies’ requirements to satisfy is 
enough.  Our operation needs to satisfy 
Transport Canada as well as OH&S.  
And certainly as a company holding a 
service license it would be in our best 
interest to make sure our support staff 
is well trained.

Another interesting proposal that 
wouldn’t affect us, but would have 
a large impact provincially, is the 
requirement for farmers/producers/
landowners to have pesticide application 
training. I think it is important that we get 
some input into the Ministry about this.

Fly Safe!

MaNItOBa
Mike alarie

In a recent advertising campaign, a 
major airline in the United States chose, 
“Keep Climbing” as its new slogan. 
The new slogan would highlight a 
“reinvigorated customer experience.” So 
often I have seen television commercials 

like it, paying little attention to the 
message and the value proposition. My 
only takeaway was reassurance that the 
planes were pointed upward and not 
downward.

In such a saturated industry, it is 
difficult for any airline to differentiate 
the customer experience. The planes 
themselves are virtually identical. The 
food, if it exists, is at best mediocre. 
Airport security is conducted by an entity 
over which the airlines have virtually no 
control. So how does a CEO of an airline, 
or an owner within our industry manage 
to reinvigorate a positive customer 
experience and value proposition? There 
is no better way to do so than by standing 
behind the product we offer. 

The following example illustrates a 
positive customer experience. I recently 
received news that my 2014 Air Tractor 
502B equipped with a new PT6-34AG 
engine possibly had defective CT 
blades. I recall the phone conversation 
with Mr. Chip Kemper of Queen Bee 
Air Specialties (QBA) beginning with 
“good evening” and ending with, “your 
airplane is grounded.” The conversation 
reminded me of the evening news anchor 
who begins the program with, “Good 
Evening,” then proceeds to tell you why 
it isn’t. In any event, Chip reassured me 
that many people were working hard at 
coming up with a solution to the problem 
and I would be well taken care of. 

Fifteen minutes later, Mr. Yves Houde 
of Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&W) 
called and explained the process that 
would render my PT6-34AG back to 
airworthy status. Throughout the next 
few days, Yves and Chip followed 
through with the process and were 
exemplary in their care and concern. 
Seventy-two hours later, my PT6 was 
back online. This personal experience 
has emblazoned P&W and QBA’s value 
proposition in my mind forever. This 
was not achieved by any advertising, an 
impactful website, dry cookies, salted 
peanuts or pretzels.  Rather, it came in 
the form of a promise that came to life 
in a real, tangible way. 

                            Continued on page 4
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Mr. Houde and Mr. Kemper know how 
to invigorate the customer experience. 
They understand what their company 
stands for and how they are expected 
to behave as ambassadors to their 
brand. My takeaway as a customer is 
an assurance that these two gentlemen 
and the companies they represent have 
a clear message and value proposition: a 
commitment to provide the best product 
and service possible. 

A heartfelt thank you to both of you 
Yves and Chip!

 
ECC

Paul Zimmer
It is June 13th and for the second year 

in a row the spring has been cool and wet 
delaying planting. At this date I would 
say that all except for a few drenched 
pockets and the extreme stragglers 
have their crops in thanks to some dry 
weather over the last couple of weeks. 
Fortunately this year there were no heavy 
frosts after an early warm spell, allowing 
crops to flower followed by a freeze 
which really impacted the fruit crops.

We have come to accept that the new 
normal is very unpredictable and offers 
up new challenges to the growers and our 
industry with each coming year.

The winter wheat that was not torn 
up and replanted because of winter 
kill is progressing and coming in to 
head already even though the stalks are 
stunted. The wet weather has prompted 
some growers to apply fungicides to 
reduce disease. This has resulted in some 

work, but a limited amount because of 
the fewer acres in the ground.

It is now sit back and wait for other 
crops to mature to the stage where 
our services will be needed. For those 
operators in Ontario that transition from 
Ag to Forestry there will be a conflict as 
the corn will be tasseling well into August 
when operators need to be in the north 
working on their forestry programs. I see 
a lot of growers looking for alternatives 
to get their corn fungicides on.

A buyout of Heinz in SW Ontario 
by Warren Buffet’s Haliburton Group 
a couple of years ago resulted in the 
announced closure of the Leamington 
tomato producing plant in 2013. 
Surprisingly a buyer was found and 
the plant will open in 2014 utilizing 
approximately 25% of the growers 
and plant staff, which is better than 
0%. With the obscene hydro rates 
we are contending with in Ontario I 
was surprised but pleased. Hopefully 
that number will continue to grow as 
the companies finds markets for their 
products beyond the Heinz label. A 
Liberal majority election win yesterday 
will ensure more green energy and higher 
rates to come.

In Quebec the budworm had been 
delayed due to weather however mid 
last week aircraft were positioning. I 
believe there are 22+ aircraft involved in 
this year’s program. With many western 
operators involved it will be interesting 
to see how the delay will affect normal 
operation schedules for those coming 
from the west and needing to get back 
to service their customers. 

On the forestry side of the business 
contracts have been in place for months 
except for a couple of companies that 
can’t appreciate the pressure increased 
spray rates will have on the capacity 
of the existing operators. They may be 
surprised to see how little capacity there 
is in the industry when the bids come in.

In speaking with operators fairly 
new to the aerial application business, 
they have indicated that they have all 
their equipment in place but they have 
few pilots with any aerial application 
experience let alone forestry herbicide 
application experience. I guess it will 
be learn as you go and hope for the 
best. Forestry companies continue to 
turn a blind eye to their own contractual 
requirements relating to experience and 
flight minimums. An inexperienced crew 
is better than no crew and pricing from 
operators new to the forestry business 
tend to be, for lack of a more eloquent 
term, Cheap. 

The Eastern Canada Chapter of the 
CAAA held its Annual Meeting via 
teleconference on May 12th with just a 
handful of operators and industry from 
Ontario East in attendance. Only the 
experienced legacy operators seem to 
support the association. Those that could 
benefit from the experience of these 
operators and the support of the CAAA 
seem to have little interest in what is 
offered. I have yet to figure out why.

To close let’s hope the second half of 
the aerial application season goes out like 
a marching band. Leading in it has been 
more like a kid with a kazoo!    

Continued from page 3
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Caaa 2014 Membership Renewals
Become a part of the solution and 

support your industry!

Make sure you renew your CAAA 
membership! Here is a list of some of 
the many services and benefits the 
association provides on your behalf:

• Representation in government at 
the monitoring of current changes 
in regulation impacting aerial 
applicators in Canada.

• Increased  publ ic  awareness 
through media and partnership 
collaboration.

• Educational forum at the Annual 
General Meeting and Trade Show 
that provides education on new 
product development, research, 
governmental regulations and 
industry trends.

• License re-certification credit courses.
• Guidelines for members and 

improved public perception through 
a Code of Ethics.

• Association website providing 
on-line training, current industry 
and association information, event 
listing, and downloadable forms, 
membership directory programs and 
how to become an aerial applicator.

• Availability of Calibration and 
Patternization (CAP) clinics.

• National hull insurance program.
• Business Survey to provide valuable 

industry specific information to 
assist participants with future 
management decisions. The Self-
Audit program provides operators 
with a checklist of regulatory 
requirements and is designed to assist  
with spring start up.

• Misapplication Insurance program. 
• Current information regarding 

the aerial application industry 
and association provided in the 
quarterly newsletter.

• Annual Membership Directory 
distributed throughout the industry.

• Annual planner providing important 
dates throughout the year. 

• Access to a Members’ Only page 
on the CAAA website which has a 
variety of information and programs 
to assist you

• 

CaIR Fall Board Meeting 
The CAIR Board will be meeting October 20th in Winnipeg, MB, to review the 2014 season.  If you have any issues you wish 

discussed at the board meeting please contact Bob Morse at (204) 223-7660 or Jill Lane at jill@managewise.ca

Caaa 2014 Board Meeting 
The CAAA Board will be holding their Fall Board Meeting in Ottawa on October 21st – 23rd.  They will be meeting with 
representatives from the government.  If you have concerns you would like the board to address please send your issues to Jill 
Lane at jill@managewise.ca. 

Don’t Be Caught By a Drift Catcher!
Ag pilots must always be on the alert to prevent pesticide applications from leaving the site of intended application. The 

PAASS Program and Operation S.A.F.E. continually stress the importance of proper application and mitigation of drift. Drift is 
not only a concern when chemical does harm outside the field of application but anytime chemical leaves the target area. In some 
areas, application performance is being monitored by sampling systems known as “Drift Catchers.”

This spring, the Pesticide Action Network (PAN) has trained 30 new citizen activists in Iowa and Minn. to operate an air-
monitoring system known as Drift Catcher to detect airborne pesticides in air samples. The organization’s website at www.
panna.org/drift describes the Drift Catcher as a system that allows people without scientific training to sample the air for 
virtually all commonly used pesticides. PAN scientists can then analyze the samples for pesticide content. The new trainees join 
existing samplers from Calif., Ill., Fla. and other areas.

We encourage all applicators to remember the PAASS motto, “Upon the Performance of Each Rests the Fate of All.” Use 
all equipment and technology available to you to prevent off-target drift at all times as if the application is being monitored – it 
just might be!
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the Switchback
Bill Lavender, Ag Air Update

The all new Switchback option from 
Thrush Aircraft for its 510G model 
changes the way the ag-aviation 
industry fights fire from the air. The 
electrically driven hydraulic FAST 
(Flexible Application System from 
Transland) bomb-bay style fire gate 
allows operators to switch from the 
standard 10” hopper gate to an elite 
firefighting gate in three hours or less 
using only one person. 

Thrush Aircraft is in the process of 
certifying the Switchback option for 
the 510G with plans to additionally 
certify the 510P (Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PT6A engine) model. With 
the Switchback option, three styles 
of gates are at the disposal of the 
operator; firefighting, dry and wet 
applications. Wet applications can be 
made with either the firefighting gate 
or the dry application gate. A special 
spray pump mount is configured on 
the port side of the gate through an 
opening in the gate fairing. 

The gate uses a patent pending 
latching system manufactured by 
Transland. This, a lift cart and the 
dry break hydraulic lines allow for 
an exceptional quick change of gate 
systems. The hydraulic system uses an 
electric motor to drive the hydraulic 
pump with two accumulators adding 

approximately 350 pounds to the 
empty weight of the aircraft. During 
an emergency, with the pull of a 
cable control in the cockpit hydraulic 
pressure is relieved from the system 
and the gate’s doors open from the 
head pressure of the load. 

The Switchback is capable of 
making Level 1 through Level 5 
drops at 120 MPH. Flaps are set at a 
recommended full down position of 15 
degrees. A Level 1 drop is one gallon 
of material on 1,000 square feet, with 
Level 5 being five gallons of material 
on 1,000 square feet. A full salvo can 
be made in less than two seconds. 

The Switchback’s rinsate tank is 
converted for firefighting to inject gel 
or foam additives into the load during 
firefighting operations. It can easily 
be changed back to a rinsate tank for 
normal ag operations. 

The unit is controlled by a Dyna-
Nav built touch screen controller 
powered by Windows software. The 
controller regulates the opening and 
closing of the gate doors to allow 
for the change in weight of the load 
and any deviation in airspeed. It also 
controls the flow rate for liquid and 
dry applications offering variable 
rates while inflight. The controller 
interfaces with a variety of agricultural 
aviation GPS units. 

New for the 510G aircraft, the 

Switchback aircraft is a test bed for 
a couple of interesting items. One of 
these is a 108” propeller by Hartzell 
versus the current 104” propeller. 
Thrush Aircraft test pilot Jody Bays 
says he has found that the 108” 
propeller performs better than either 
the 104” Hartzell or Avia propeller 
presently installed on H80 powered 
Thrushes. “It does not seem to get off 
the ground any sooner, but does climb 
significantly better,” reports Bays. 
The 108” blades are interchangeable 
as a set with the 104” blades using the 
same propeller hub. 

Some operators order their 
new Thrushes with “6-pack” 
instrumentation composed of steam 
gauges for airspeed, turn and bank, 
vertical speed, altimeter, artificial 
horizon and directional gyro. The 
Switchback has an Aspen Avionics 
Evolution electronic display that 
takes the place of the 6-pack. In one 
compact package, it provides the 
information a pilot needs for flying 
the aircraft in instrument conditions. 

Another revolutionary installation 
is mounted on the Switchback’s wing, 
a Max Viz infrared camera. This small 
camera is mounted under the leading 
edge and “looks” forward through 
smoke, snow, haze and enhances 
night vision. The display is an LCD 
screen placed in the cockpit. The unit 
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is a useful tool when flying through 
smoke during firefighting operations. It 
allows the pilot to see terrain, obstacles 
and “hot spots” through smoke where 
the fire is burning. Because it is heat 

driven using infrared technology, it 
will not “look” through clouds or fog.

The price for the Switchback option 
installed on a 510G Thrush is around 
$100,000. It offers the operator 

unique flexibility to switch from 
agricultural operations to firefighting 
using a minimum amount of time and 
personnel. First deliveries are expected 
in 2015.

 
the Biggest Myth about Organic Farming

Ross Pomeroy, real Clear science ~ June 6, 2014

The majority of Americans believe 
that organic foods are healthier than food 
grown using conventional methods. The 
majority of Americans are wrong. Two 
systematic reviews, one from Stanford 
University and the other by a team of 
researchers based out of the United 
Kingdom, turned up no evidence that 
organic foods are more nutritious or lead 
to better health-related outcomes for 
consumers.

But the idea that organic foods are 
healthier isn’t even the largest myth out 
there. That title belongs to the widely 
held belief that organic farming does 
not use pesticides. A 2010 poll found 
that 69% of consumers believe that to 
be true. Among those who regularly 
purchase organic food, the notion is even 
more prevalent. A survey from the Soil 
Association found that as many as 95% 
of organic consumers in the UK buy 
organic to “avoid pesticides.”

In fact, organic farmers do use 
pesticides. The only difference is that 
they’re “natural” instead of “synthetic.” 
At face value, the labels make it sound 
like the products they describe are 
worlds apart, but they aren’t. A pesticide, 
whether it’s natural or not, is a chemical 
with the purpose of killing insects (or 
warding off animals, or destroying 
weeds, or mitigating any other kind of 
pest, as our watchful commenters have 
correctly pointed out). Sadly, however, 

“natural” pesticides aren’t as effective, 
so organic farmers actually end up using 
more of them!*

Moreover, we actually know less 
about the effects of “natural” pesticides. 
Conventional “synthetic” pesticides 
are highly regulated and have been for 
some time. We know that any remaining 
pesticide residues on both conventional 
and organic produce aren’t harmful 
to consumers. But, writes agricultural 
technologist Steve Savage, “we still 
have no real data about the most likely 
pesticide residues that occur on organic 
crops and we are unlikely to get any.”

Scientists can examine pesticides 
before they are sprayed on fields, 
however. And what do these analyses 
show?

“Organic pesticides that are studied 
have been found to be as toxic as 
synthetic pesticides,” Steven Novella, 
president and co-founder of the New 
England Skeptical Society, recently 
wrote.

Organic foods are no safer than 
conventional foods. Even Katherine 
DiMatteo, executive director of the 
Organic Trade Association (OTA), 
recognizes this as fact. An “organic label 
does not promise a necessarily safer 
product,” she once remarked (PDF).

So why are the misconceptions so 
pervasive? According to an in-depth 

report by Academics Review, a group 
founded by University of Illinois 
nutritional scientist Bruce M. Chassy 
and University of Melbourne food 
scientist David Tribe, the organic and 
natural-products industry -- which 
is worth an estimated $63 billion 
worldwide -- has engaged in a “pattern 
of research-informed and intentionally-
deceptive marketing and advocacy 
related practices with the implied use 
and approval of the U.S. government 
endorsed USDA Organic Seal.” Like 
their succulent fruits and scrumptious 
vegetables that we eat, the organic 
industry has given consumers a nibble 
of untruth and a taste of fear, and have 
allowed misunderstanding to sow and 
spread while they reap the benefits.

Commenting on the extensive report 
on his popular podcast, The Skeptics’ 
Guide to the Universe, Novella had some 
blunt words for the organic industry.

“People buy organic because they 
think it’s better for the environment; it’s 
not. It’s safer; it’s not. It tastes better; it 
doesn’t. It’s more nutritious; it isn’t. And 
these are all misconceptions that have 
been deliberately promoted -- according 
to these authors -- by organic farmers 
and organic proponents despite the fact 
that scientific evidence doesn’t support 
any of these claims.”
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Well it’s nice to have the calibration clinics behind 
us and ready for the season! This year’s CAP Clinics 
were more unscheduled due to unusual circumstances. 
It appears clinics can never go the way you plan them 
the first time around.  I would like to offer a big thank 
you to Tamara at the CAAA office, who did a fantastic 
job organizing the ground work for the clinics this year. 
I would also like to say thank you to Sean Webb who 
assisted me with the CAP Clinics again this year, it is 
always great to have him along and an extra set of hands. 

It is a difficult time of year for everyone to plan, as 
so many operators are busy trying to prepare their spray 
operations for the start of spring, but the calibration clinics 
are essential for getting those planes in the sky. However, 
we would greatly appreciate it if members could advise the 

CAAA office as 
to the tentative 
number of 
aircraft they 
would like to 
calibrate before 
the clinic starts.  
This assists our 
plan as to how 
effective each 
clinic will be 

for both members and Sean and I. We experienced a little 
more travel time this year in comparison to previous year’s 
CAP Clinics. However, we managed to fit everyone in 
and everything got done, so at the end of the day it was a 
successful clinic. The clinics started in North Battleford, 
SK and proceeded through Saskatchewan to Manitoba 
and the clinics ended in Taber, AB. Over 7,000 kilometers 
were traveled, we went to 15 different locations across the 

prairies; 44 planes calibrated and 13 days later 
everyone was completed.  There were minimal 
weather delays this year and between me and 
the CAAA office we planned ahead the best we 
could to get ahead of any upcoming weather 
delays.  

Dennis Gardisser stopped by Shaun 
Kinniburgh’s operation this year in Taber, AB to 
do a little more extensive testing on application 
height, which was really interesting to see. 
Testing for application height involves normal 
and low passes over the line, and downwind 
drift tower testing again with normal and low 
height. During Dennis’ time in Taber, he also did 
a short presentation to Shaun’s local chemical 
representatives and agronomists; this included a 
new generation of agronomists and agricultural 

experts. This is extremely important, we need to take the 
necessary steps like this to educate the newer generations 
about the benefits of aerial application to keep our 
industry alive and vibrant in Canada. Great job organizing 
Shaun! It is always great working with Dennis, he of 

course fantastic to work with and comes with a wealth 
of information, knowledge and a bag of tricks; it’s these 
people we need to turn to in our industry. 

I am wishing everyone a safe and productive season; 
hopefully the rain lets up soon! Always remember shinny 
side up, spray lever down!

Clayton Rempel
claytonairsk@gmail.com

2014 CaP ClINICS
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Despite Calls for Stiff Sentence, Idaho 
Crop Duster Shooter Gets a Slap on Wrist 
May 6, 2014

An Idaho judge didn’t exactly 
throw the book at Christopher V. Lewis 
during the sentencing hearing for the 
convicted crop duster shooter, choosing 
to forgo jail time in favor of three years 
of supervised probation. Despite calls 
from a range of voices within aviation 
and agriculture for a stiff sentence to 
send a message that shooting at an ag 
aircraft is a criminal act that won’t be 
tolerated, Judge Randy Stoker opted 
to publicly shame—and attempt to 
rehabilitate Lewis—by requiring the 
convicted felon to fulfill a series of 
court-ordered stipulations in exchange 
for his freedom. Among the wrist-
rapping penalties ordered by the judge, 
the Twin Falls (Idaho) Times-News 
reports, Lewis must: 

• Write a letter of apology to the 
ag pilot he fired shots at with a 
10-gauge shotgun.

• Purchase a half-page ad in a 
Sunday edition of the Times-News 
explaining what he did and why 
shooting at an airplane is wrong.

• Develop a program he must present 
at six youth hunter safety courses 
explaining “the error of his ways.”

• Enrol in “Moral Reconation 
Therapy” a treatment strategy 
that seeks to decrease recidivism 
among juvenile and adult criminal 
offenders by increasing moral 
reasoning.

If Lewis fails to live up to the terms 
of his probation, the judge promised 
to sentence him to five to 10 years in 
prison. “You violate my probation in 
any material respect, you’re doing five 
years of fixed time in Boise,” Stoker 
admonished Lewis, according to the 
Times-News. 

“I want this to be a deterrence to 
others who might have the idiotic 
thinking that you have,” the judge 
added. The sentence is disappointing 
to NAAA and others within the 
agricultural aviation industry who were 
hoping Lewis would receive jail time 
from the start. Concerned that Lewis 
would get off with a slap on the wrist, 
NAAA member George Parker III of 
Crop Jet Aviation in Gooding, Idaho, 
organized a letter-writing campaign 
seeking a stiff sentence for Lewis. 
Parker gathered letters from individual 
operators and growers, NAAA, Idaho 
AAA, AOPA and other aviation and 
agricultural groups in effort to illustrate 
the gravity of the shooting to the judge. 
He then turned the letters—18 in all—
over to the prosecuting attorney in the 
case. 

New anti-Spam legislation Poses 
Challenge for Businesses 

CBC News, June 17, 2014
As of July 1, a new federal law meant 

to cleanse email inboxes of unwanted 
junk mail will make it difficult for 
companies to send mass promotional 
emails to clients.

Canada’s Anti-Spam Legislation will 
require consent for sending commercial 
electronic messages to clients or 
prospective customers when in effect.

Thomas Raffy, a lawyer with 
McInnes Cooper, said anyone selling or 
promoting through email, text or instant 
messaging will be required to follow 
the law.

He said companies should get in 
touch with their contacts now before the 
law is enforced.

“You have to follow up with these 
contacts to see who is providing express 
consent and use that to keep on sending 
them messages,” he said.

The legislation is a way for 
organizations, companies and 
corporations to update their databases 
and their contacts. 

Electronic communication from 
a sender after July 1 must include 
three general requirements: consent, 
identification information and an 
unsubscribe mechanism.

“I think we’re going to see a lot of 
small businesses get caught off guard 
from this,” said Rich Gould, co-owner 
of Moncton-based Razor Creative, 

an advertising, marketing and design 
agency.

He said many small businesses do 
not have legal teams on hand to contact 
each client for consent.

There are also large fines to consider.
“They can go up all the way to $1 

million per individual and $10 million 
for corporations,” said Raffy.

The anti-spam legislation also 
protects citizens from unwanted spam 
coming from companies and individuals 
outside of Canada.
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AIR TRACTOR, INC.  •  OLNEY, TEXAS 76374  

940.564.5616  •  AIRTRACTOR.COM

AUTHORIZED DEALER
Queen Bee Air Specialties, Inc.
136 N. Yellowstone Hwy.
Rigby, ID 83442

p: 208-745-7654
f: 208-745-6672
e: chipkemper@aol.com

Parts: 800-736-7654
www.queenbeeair.com

We’ve got your back.
There’s no resting on your laurels around here. Air Tractor 

dealers and the factory stand ready to provide expert 

service, support, and parts to keep you flying and earning. 

Wherever the job takes you, you’ve got a global dealer 

network of professionals ready whenever you need us.
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Planes II Set for Release
The sequel to the popular Disney movie Planes is due to be release on July 18, 2014.  Planes: Fire & Rescue features a quirky crew of elite 

firefighting aircraft devoted to protecting historic Piston Peak National Park from a raging wildfire. When world famous air racer Dusty 
learns that his engine is damaged and he may never race again, he must shift gears and is launched into the world of wildfire air attack. 

It has been confirmed by Disney that the Planes series will be a trilogy. A Disney staff member also stated that Planes 3 is in story 
development.  Instead of publishing an Art of book for the first film, Chronicle Books will publish The Art of Planes 1 & 2 to coincide 
with the release of Planes: Fire & Rescue. 

Besides the Planes series, DisneyToon is considering to make more spin-offs that would feature other vehicles like boats and trains, 
and which may go into production if Planes is well received. 

New DriftWatch Registry Site 
The DriftWatch Specialty Crop Site Registry is a voluntary communication tool that enables crop producers, beekeepers, and 

pesticide applicators to work together to protect specialty crops and apiaries through use of the DriftWatch registry mapping program. 
It is not a substitute for any state regulatory requirements. 

Applicators can get advanced integration capabilities to help avoid spraying specialty sites and receive notifications when sites 
are moved or added to the DriftWatch database. Producers get extra peace of mind knowing their crops have an additional layer of 
protection against accidental pesticide drift. 

The site is currently used in a number of states in the United States and it is now available in Saskatchewan! The sites new streamlined 
features will help producers and applications keep their speciality sites up to date and enable quicker workflow for all users. 

Fatigue Causes loss of 
Pilot Performance 

In a report released earlier this spring to our industry, the NTSB recommended that to reduce agricultural aviation accidents, 
company practices should be developed to reduce the likelihood of fatigue, dehydration, hunger and other physiological factors that 
can negatively affect a person’s concentration, decision-making and performance.

Pilots are more apt to suffer from fatigue when any of the following occurs:
• Sleep debt – the result of building up sleep debt by repeatedly not getting enough sleep over several days;
• Circadian disruption – occurs when the normal sleep-wake cycle is disrupted – especially by working at a time when usually 

sleeping;
• Sleep disorders – physical conditions such as sleep apnea cause fatigue; and
• Hours of continuous wakefulness – A 1997 study by Dawson and Reed compared performance impairment by fatigue to alcohol 

consumption. After 17 hours of wakefulness, cognitive performance was equivalent to a blood alcohol content (BAC) of .05%; 
after 20 hours, BAC equivalent to .08%; and after 24 hours, BAC equivalent to .1%! Keep in mind that a level of .08% or less 
constitutes legal intoxication for motorists in most states!

2015 Caaa Conference Information
The Canadian Aerial Applicators Association is proud to announce the 29th Conference, Annual General Meeting & Trade Show 

to be held at the Fairmont Winnipeg on February 19 – 21, 2015.
Special room rates have been negotiated; you can now book your room for the Conference by calling the Fairmont Winnipeg at 

204-985-6212. Be sure to mention you are a Canadian Aerial Applicators Association delegate.
New this year to the conference, a night with the exhibitors! Rather than travelling out into the brisk Manitoba winter, stay inside 

and enjoy delectable appetizers, cool cocktails and lively music while catching up with fellow aerial applicator exhibitors and learn 
what is new and upcoming in your industry. Make sure you keep your eye out for the October issue of “New Horizons” for more 
information about this new addition to the CAAA Conference & Trade Show.

Make sure you don’t miss out on this fantastic conference featuring new education sessions, our CAAA live and silent auction 
and a great opportunity to network with your fellow aerial applicator colleagues and friends!
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Overweight Exemption
Transport Canada, working with the CAAA has developed the Overweight Exemption Staff Instruction 600-001 Agricultural 

Aeroplane Operations – Exemption from Subsection 605.03(1)(b)
http://www.canadianaerialapplicators.com/page_attachments/0000/0153/rDiMs-_8666020-v12-sCAN_oF_siGNeD_si-

600-001_issUe_01_AGriCULTUrAL-AeroP....pdf  which replaces the old ACsi 26 for overweight exemptions.
This new document clearly lays out the procedures for both operators and inspectors regarding the indefinite exemption to be 

issued for overweight operations of agricultural aircraft. 
Transport Canada has invited the CAAA to provide comments or questions as the Staff Instruction 600-001 is a living 

document and they will be able to update or improve it in subsequent versions in consultation with the CAAA and TC subject 
matter experts.  Please send comments or questions to the CAAA office at caaa@telusplanet.net. 

Caaa Mentorship Program
The CAAA’s Mentorship Program Provides a confidential source of advice and mentoring to all new applicators. The CAAA 

has gathered names of mentors who have agreed to confidentially dialogue with applicators throughout the season. Below is a 
list of applicators who have agreed to participate in the program, with their contact information. They are available to speak with 
any new applicator or a totally confidential basis. Contact anyone of them if you have questions or need advice during the season; 
 
Jon Bagley Operator Bus: 204-763-8998 Cell: 204-729-7723

Matt Bestland Pilot Bus: 204-736-2467 Cell: 204-771-1980

allan Denesowych Maintenance Engineer Bus: 306-786-7007 Cell: 306-621-5137

Fran de kock Operator/Training Bus: 306-445-3099 Cell: 306-441-0547

Bruce Gair Pilot Bus: 780-352-7833 Cell: 780-352-1278

Brent lange Operator/Farmer Bus: 780-352-7833 Cell: 780-361-8831

Clarion Seib Pilot Bus: 306-786-6072 Cell: 306-621-7171

Wayne Silzer Operator/Farmer Bus: 306-598-2033 Cell: 306-231-7109



The new Thrush 510G is FAA Certified and ready for delivery. Built on the legendary 
Thrush 500-Series airframe, this amazing airplane is powering into the future propelled by 
an exclusive GE H80 turbine engine. It will bring a whole new level of productivity to your 
operation – thanks to higher cruise speeds, increased fuel efficiency and enhanced hot 
and high performance. Not to mention no required hot section inspections, and a TBO of 
3,600 hours. Combined with a hopper capacity of 500 gallons and a gross weight of 10,500 
pounds – this is one workhorse of an airplane. There really is something new going on here 
at Thrush, and we’re quickly leaving other ag planes in the crop dust. 

Learn more about the good old fashioned 21st century engineering going  
on at Thrush Aircraft. Visit us online or call Eric Rojek at 229.789.0437.

Something new is going on here.

www.thrushaircraft.com

This Cockpit is Now 
Open for Business.
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Thrush AD Cockpit OpenB&W.indd   1 12/21/12   8:51 AM
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thank you to our Sponsors
Diamond

Interag

Platinum
BASF

Pratt & Whitney Canada Inc. 

Gold
Air Tractor, Inc.

Covington Aircraft
Syngenta Canada Inc.

Silver
Battlefords Airspray

Dow AgroSciences Canada Inc. 
Thrush Aircraft Corporation 

United Agri Products Canada Inc. 
Yorkton Aircraft Service Ltd.

Bronze
4-Av-Fuels
AEF Global

Aerial Spray & Charter Ltd.
Aero-Recip (Canada) Ltd.

Ag Air Update
AG-Nav Inc.
AgResource

AgriSmart Information 
Systems
Agri-Tow

Alberta Aerial Applicators 
Association

Arystra LifeScience Canada
ATP Nutrition
B.L. Aviation

Brandon Flying Club
C.P Products LLC

CAIR
Can Pro Gator Centre

Canadian Propeller Ltd.
Central Florida Ag Aero
Cheminova Canada Inc.

Conair Group

E.I du Pont Canada Company
Executive Flight Centre

Flight Fuels, Inc.
Forest Protection Limited

GE Aviation
GIS4AG.com

Goulet Aircraft Supply
Green Lea Ag Centre Inc.

Grondair
Heath Canada

Hope Aero Propeller & 
Components

Lane Aviation, Inc.
ManageWise, Inc.

Manitoba Aerial Applicators 
Association

MICCAR Aerial Ltd.
Micronair Sales & Service Inc.

Mid-Continent Aircraft 
Corporation

Monsanto Canada, Inc.
Nufarm Agriculture Inc.
Oldfield Kirby Esau Inc.

Omex Agriculture Inc.
PetroValue Canada

PolyWest
Portage Aircraft Maintenance 

Ltd.
PropWorks Propeller Systems 

Inc.
Provincial Airways

Queen Bee Air Specialties Inc.
Saskatchewan Aerial 

Applicators Association
Sky Tractor Supply

SOPFIM
Tulsa Aircraft Engines Inc.
Turbine Conversions Ltd.

Univar Canada Ltd.
Universal Turbine Product

Valent BioSciences Canada, 
Ltd.

Vector Aerospace
Westman Aerial Spraying Ltd
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Classifieds
aIRCRaFt

FOR SALE:   1989 Air Tractor AT401, 4526 TTSN, 802 TSOH, 1330 TSPOH, Satloc M3 with Flow 
Control, VG’s, Air Conditioning, CP Nozzles.  Call Jon at 204-763-8998

PaRtS, EqUIPMENt aND SERVICES

Ag operators - got a hangar full of used parts? List and sell them at cropdusterparts.com. Then find bargains 
on the equipment you actually need. Over 60 new listings are now live at cropdusterparts.com!

EMPlOYMENt OPPORtUNItIES

Pilot Wanted for 2014 Season.  Must have a clean flight record.  Must have experience in flying an 
AT502B for ag and an AT802F for fire fighting.  Also, must possess a valid commercial helicopter license 
and be experienced in aerial spraying with a helicopter.  Must have some experience in a Robinson R44 
Raven II.  Pilot will be responsible for operating these aircraft for aerial application and/or aerial wildfire 
suppression based from Brandon, Manitoba.  Beginning wages are $62.50 per hour.  All applicants must 
contact Jon Bagley, Westman Aerial Spray (1994) Ltd. at 204-763-8998 or jon@westmanaerial.com.

GenerAl MAnAGer

Oversee a team of 50 professionals and a fleet of 15 aircraft

In addition to business leadership, you will bring passion, energy and team spirit to this unique role.  Simply 
stated, your mission is to lead a team whose single-minded focus is protecting the forests of New Brunswick.  
Forest Protection Limited is a private company owned by a group of New Brunswick forest stakeholders.  
Established in 1952, this dedicated organization protects the Province’s forests with fire suppression, pest 
management, aerial surveys and woodland R&D.  Forest Protection’s fleet totals fifteen aircraft including six 
new Air Tractor AT-802Fs and a Fire Boss aircraft. The company has customized the fleet with a range of 
specialized equipment, computers and software, to maximize its performance in the air.

Based in Fredericton and reporting directly to the Board, you will provide sound leadership and direction to a 
team of 50 professionals.  Manage the budgeting and operational issues of the organization at its two offices 
in Fredericton and Miramichi. Put a planning and priority-setting regimen in place.  Work with your people 
to keep them absolutely current on the latest fire suppression and insect control tools and techniques.  Ensure 
that the company continues to apply the latest research insights and technology to forest protection through 
well-planned capital investment.  Oversee a disciplined maintenance schedule for the company’s fleet.  As 
General Manager, you will also act as Forest Protection’s principal liaison with its R&D partners and with 
private and public sector forest stakeholders throughout North America.

An accomplished general manager in aviation, forestry, fire services or transportation, you have shown your 
ability to lead a high performance team and maintain a close-knit, one-for-all culture.  If you’re looking to 
join an organization that’s essential to New Brunswick and takes exceptional pride in what it does, this is it.  

For more information on this opportunity, please call Jeff Forbes or James Laing at (902) 422-4886 or submit 
your resume online at http://jobs.kbrs.ca/Careers/10367/.

Keep in Touch!
CAAA E-mail: caaa@telusplanet.net 

Home Page: 
www.CanadianAerialApplicators.com 

Phone: 1-780-413-0078 
Fax: 1-780-413-0076

SAFETY 
COMES FIRST!

CAIR had an excellent year last year 
with no accidents due to the diligence of 
operators and pilots to focus on safety 
first. As the season progresses, you may 
be pressured to complete work, push 
the weather and rush through checks 
but remember to remain focused on 
safety.  And as fatigue becomes a factor, 
take a break and always remember that 
SAFETY COMES FIRST!


